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sand-ridge we looked out upon a veritable lake of gypsum
gleaming white in the hazy sunshine.
Here lay Turaiwa, the last of the desert wells westward of
Shanna, dug by JAli during the 1929-30 season, a single shaft
descending 13 fathoms to a stratum of briny water like
that of Ziqirt and other wells of Al Khiran. The gypsum
lake was, perhaps, therefore the relic of an arm of the sea
rather than part of the old river-bed, which doubtless splayed
out into a delta as it approached the bay. Like Zuwaira,
this well had recently been visited by Arabs, though my
companions could not agree as to the approximate date of
their passing. Its mouth had been carefully covered over
in accordance with local custom, while the rock-marked
niche of the praying-place and the presence of an Abal-dye
pit on a patch of gypsum lying a few feet higher than the
level of the well-mouth proclaimed that Turaiwa was a
rendezvous of grazing Arabs accompanied by their tents and
womenfolk as well as a place of call for casual travellers.
We had now completed our programme so far as it con-
cerned the wells of the Shanna district, and our immediate
objective was to rejoin our baggage-train as soon as possible.
The country through which we marched all formed part of
the tract vaguely known as Ramla Shanna or the Shanna
sands—a country of typical Sawahib character with long
parallel sand-ridges at intervals of a mile, more or less, and
undulating scrub-dotted valleys or depressions between
them. Here and there the underlying rock of the desert
lay exposed amid the sands—white or blue-grey in colouring.
About 10 miles west of Shanna the general character of
the desert changes. The sand-ridges no longer run in parallel
strips but lie scattered about the landscape in wide theatre-
like arcs, generally facing southwards and containing within
their great embrace extensive tracts of sandy downs and
valley bottoms of rock or light sand. This tract is known
as Al Qatarat. About five miles on from Tuwaira we came
to a halt in one of these bottoms for a short midday rest and
the usual refreshments while our camels grazed. The blue
rock of the desert was here seen exposed and descending
from north to south in two 20-feet ledges—a shelving beach

